
ENGINEERING RUBRIC      __________________________ 

Note.  Rubric adapted STEAM Science Fair Engineering/Design Projects Rubric.      (over) 

A rating for a specific project component can range from 0 to 5, using whole numbers please for a maximum of 60 points.   (February 2016) 

Science Fair Score Sheet:  

Chicago Zoological Society/Brookfield Zoo  

Engineering 

Component 
Points 0 or 1 2 or 3 4 or 5 

Background & 

Research 

 Little to no research was completed.  Student 

does not know what types of solutions exist for 

this problem. 

Description of research done but does not 

mention any previous solutions or does not 

elaborate on why new solution is needed 

Description of research done including why 

any previous solutions were inadequate 

Design Problem  Student not able to articulate the problem or 

need.  No mention of the impacts of this 

problem/need. 

Description of the problem or need is 

somewhat complete.  It lacks some information 

such as who /what it impacts or why 

Description of the problem or need is 

complete, including who/what it impacts and 

why 

Purpose and 

Relevance 

 Problem is irrelevant.  No solution is needed to 

solve this problem. OR Student does not know 

why they chose engineering design problem 

Partially complete description of WHY this 

problem or need are important to address 

Description of WHY this problem or need is 

important to address (e.g. real world 

applications, connected to student’s interests, 

inadequacy of current solutions) 

Criteria & 

Constraints 

 Does not outline criteria and constraints.  OR  

Criteria and/or constraints addressed are not 

appropriate 

Addresses either the criteria or constraints (not 

both) OR Addresses both criteria and 

constraints in minimal manner 

Both criteria and constraints are clearly 

outlined, appropriate, and well-thought 

through (e.g. cost, size, weight, materials, 

aesthetics, legal restrictions, etc.)  

Design Plan & 

Materials 

 Blueprint/sketch is missing or is incomplete 

(not neat/missing measurements, labels, units) 

Blueprint/sketch is neat, labeled, includes 

measurement and units but is not drawn to 

scale. 

Blueprint/sketch is neat, drawn to scale, 

labeled, includes measurement and units. 

Prototype  Prototype is missing or this step was skipped.  Prototype is constructed but does not follow the 

blueprint/sketch.  Student engineer cannot 

clearly explain how the materials were used to 

construct the prototype. 

Prototype is well constructed based on the 

blueprint/sketch.  And, student engineer can 

fully explain how the materials were used to 

construct the prototype. 

Prototype 

Testing 

 Minimal or no testing was done to test 

prototypes.  Minimal data collection and 

presentation of data is not accurate.  

Calculations are incomplete and/or inaccurate.   

Effectiveness, efficiency, and durability are 

tested, but not under different conditions.  Data 

is incomplete.  Calculations are inaccurate. 

Effectiveness, efficiency, and durability are 

tested under different conditions.  Data is 

summarized in tables, charts, diagrams, 

and/or graphs AND is labeled correctly 

(including units). All calculations are correct 

Discussion  Explanation does not discuss data collection 

methods, uses of data, or limitations of the 

design.   

Explanation is not complete.  It includes how 

data was collected but not how this collected 

data was used to enhance the design. 

Explanation includes how the data was 

collected and how it informed changes made 

to the prototype.   

Conclusions  Student-engineer is not able to explain the 

process of prototype testing. 

Student engineer does not fully understand 

what limitations are for the design. 

Student engineer able to explain the 

limitations of the design. 

Creativity  Neither creative nor original  Hints of creativity evident in the project  Shows evident of a high level of creativity  

Connection to 

the Real World 

 Little to no real world connection and student 

engineer is not clear 

Real world connection exists but student-

engineer cannot explain it. 

Real world connection exists and student 

engineer can explain the connection.  

Overall        

Understanding 

 Student seems to have very little understanding Student has some understanding  Understanding by student is evident 

Total Points  

 

   

 


